
RUM Remote Utility 
Monitoring & Control

Wireless Meter Reading, Fault Monitoring  
and Utility Control

For more information 
Call +61 7 5580 3041

RUM provides a wireless link between you and your marina's utility pedestals; quickly gathering meter 
readings, managing ground fault, and even disabling power at vacant slips - from any computer or device 
with internet access.

Ground Fault Detection

RUM offers real-time monitoring and 
management of stray current at each slip. 
Isolate leakage and quickly reduce the potential 
for life threatening electrocutions.

Power Control

RUM power control allows your facility to 
wirelessly enable and disable electrical services 
at each slip, also preventing utility theft and 
curbing power poaching.

Lighting Control

Bring colour to your docks with RUM’s new 
integrated LED controller. Wirelessly control 
the colour of lighting at the pedestals to create 
atmosphere at night, or help guide boaters to 
your available spaces.

Electricity Monitoring

RUM simplifies the process of billing and monitoring 
power consumption. RUM transponders are 
reliable and accurate, making billing your 
customers quick and easy. Directly export meter 
data to your billing software in a single click.

Water Control

RUM water control provides wireless control of 
water solenoids throughout your facility. Turn 
water utilities on/off remotely from any web-
enabled computer.

Water Monitoring

Wirelessly monitor water consumption at each 
slip by connecting RUM to your new or existing 
water meter. This is a great way to encourage 
conservation and offer direct savings to your 
bottom line.

M-Tech Marine Technologies specialises in the manufacture and supply of 
marina utility pedestals and associated equipment.

Servicing the industry for over 39 years, the first Pedestal designed and built in 1977. M-Tech has been prominent in 
the innovations and technical enhancements of marine service equipment. M-Tech have gained a wealth of knowledge 
in providing the marina operator and developer with complete solutions and have emerged as Australia’s leader in the 
Marine Utility Pedestal Industry.

M-Tech offers complete project service, design supply and manufacture of service pedestals, emergency equipment, 
sanitation pump out systems, utility metering, spare parts and accessories, lighting and energy solutions plus custom 
utility design and project management services and installation services.

Talk with us today about how we can accommodate your requirements call +61 7 5580 3041


